
 
 

 

 
COO/CFO, MD (m/f), Berlin 
 
Stilnest is the strong-growing, international influencer commerce platform with its headquarters in Berlin. We              
empower digital influencers to kickstart their own product brands, engage with their customers worldwide and               
grow lasting revenue streams in a meaningful way. Our international team represents 15+ nationalities and               
have helped build over 60 top tier influencer brands in the jewelry category. In 2017 additional product verticals                  
in beauty, fashion and lifestyle will follow. Stilnest is searching for an additional managing director to lay the                  
ground for international expansion in a fast growing market. 
 

Opportunity 
 
As COO/CFO and MD you will be part of the top management and work closely with the CEO and five Team                     
Heads in production, tech, marketing, acquisition and administration in a unique and fast-growing Berlin-based              
international startup. With your experience, you will define and optimize our processes internally and externally               
and streamline our finance processes. With your entrepreneurial mindset you will help grow the company               
further, pitch to new investors and partake in our further growth with an incentive equity package.  
 
Key Responsibilities 
 
COO role ● You will manage and internationalize our supply chain partners in production, logistics, 

shipping and payment. You will also be responsible of regularly negotiating all of our  
supplier agreements with already existing and new partners within our core markets. 

● You will ensure our international expansion and company growth through our own and 
partnered operations with a focus on continual improvement in quality and efficiency. 

● Together with our Head of Production and Product Development you will test and  
introduce a set of new product verticals in beauty, fashion and lifestyle. 

  
CFO role ● Together with our Head of Administration you will maintain our finance processes and  

ensure granular reporting schemes both for our internal business optimization as well  
as for our investor reportings. 

● Legal contracts and documents will be handled with the necessary care by you and the team. 
 

Profile 
 ● You are a results-driven, hands-on and analytical person with relevant experience in  

service operations, production and supply chain management as well as finance. 
● You are a well experienced and thorough leader with a proven passion for motivating  

and empowering people across all operations driving them to personal excellence. 
● You love numbers. Interpreting and analysing statistics comes second nature to you,  

therefore your insights and decisions are always data driven. 
● You never hesitate in making a tough call to align people both internally and externally. 
● You have worked in fast-growing companies, ideally in the e-commerce/influencer industry. 
● You love to develop a strong company vision and you have the entrepreneurial mindset  

and hands-on attitude to “get things done”. 
 

Interested?  
Please send your most recent CV to jotta@stilnest.com .  We are looking forward to meeting you. 
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